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Unfinished Business :Romance New
Release, Romantic Short Stories The saga
continues as Amy discovers that Denever
has a son while on assignment. She is faced
with a decision. Leave Denever in the dark
as his community has left it for years; or
tell him so that his son does not have
history repeating itself. She takes a plunge
and tells all. Denver immediately get his
son. And with Amys advice takes both the
son and his mother in his house. This
changes everything for his girlfriend,
Destiny who desperately tries to get the
child and his mother out of Denevers life.
This, while trying to hide the illicit affair
she had with one of Denevers business
associate, just weeks before the companys
anniversary celebrations. Amys heart goes
out to the mother of Denevers son who left
for dead after a gang rape. She earns
Denevers respect and compassion and
maybe his love, as she tries to walk in his
footsteps as a humanitarian and protector.
Her heart for this woman of unfortunate
circumstances outshines the superb work
done by his girlfriend Destiny who resorts
to underhanded ways to ensure her place in
Denevers life. The true test comes when
danger lurks over the head of the mother of
his child, who had befriended Amy. How
will Denever respond to the challenges as
they arise?
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